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Поляризационные наблюдаемые реакции dp—tpdn
приближение однонейтронного обмена

Рассмотрены поляризационные наблюдаемые в упругой реакции рассея-
ния поляризованных дейтронов на поляриоованиои водородной мишени
с измерением поляриоации протона отдачи. Расчёты наблюдаемых вы-
полнены в ириближеиии одпонеитроипого обмена при рассеянии па угод
6лп_ = 180е в системе ц.м. сталкивающихся частиц. В рамках этого при-
6;шжеш1Я получены пеюторые новые соотношении между поляриоацион-
ньшн наблюдаемыми.

А. Р. Kobushkin, A. I. Syamtomov, С. F. Perdrieat, V. Punjabi

Polarization observables of the dp —» pd reaction and
one-neutron-exchange approximation

The polarization observables in the elastic scattering of polarized deuterona
on a polarized hydrogen target, with measurement of the recoil proton po-
larization, are considered. The observables are calculated in the one-neutron
exchange approximation, for the special case of backward scattering (0&m. =
ISO"). Several new relations between polarization observable* of the reaction
are derived within the framework of this approximation.
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1 Introduction

One of the most interesting problems of contemporary nuclear physic? \н
define the transition region from the traditional, purely hiiflmnir drvrripiioi» о
nuclear structure, to a фшгк-gluoii description. Madron induced reactions in
the energy range of a few GcV'splay an important role in bringini? lirjiton i iiis
problem. Of particular interest arc relalivisitic, polarWod dcamv of detUemjiM,
because the spin 1 o r the deiite/wi -allows for n 1аг(г<; ппгпЬог of pobiri/ai.ioii
experiments; several vector and lensor роКчп/амоп trfmslcr coeiiirioni.? c;m
be measured besides the usual analyzing powers.

Results from recent measurements with polarized deuteiou Ьеаы? in Dubna
and Saclay have started exploiting this poieruial. The tonsor analyzing power,
Гго, in inclusive breakup at 0° was measured on several шк И including Hy-
drogen by Perdrisat et al [l]; and with a Carbon target, at '.i CcVjc by Abieov
et al [2]. Similarly, the polarization transfer, кп, was obtained for Hydrogen
by Cheung et al J3], and for Carbon by Sitnik et al [•!] and Strmiov et al [S].
The first measurement of TK in backward elastic dp is that of Arvieux et. al [6j;
recently these measurements have been repeated by Ptrdrisat ct al [7] up to
3.6 GeV/c, and extended to 6.0 GeV/c by Piskunov et al [8|. In addition the
polarization transfer for backward elastic scattering was obtained hy Punjabi
et al [9].

An important point has been established on the basis of the analysis of 1 be
cross section data for the inclusive (d,p) breakup process at 0° and backward
clastic dp. Kobusbkin (10] has shown that the cross sections of these two
reactions could be reproduced with a common "empirical momentum distri-
bution". ТЫ» was done using the one-ucutron-exchangc (ONE, Fig.l) model,
which is a particular version of the IA equivalent to the spectator model.

It shows that these two reactions are very closely related, as could be in-
ferred from the similarity of their Feynman graphs. Therefore, these two
reactions bring complementary information about the deutcron structure. Of

Figure 1: The one-neutton-exchange diagram for the elastic pd backward
scattering.
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coursc if, can not he excluded a priori that in such reactions the ONE con-
tribution is masked by other mechanisms surh ;ts piou exchange and or pion
production, as discussed by Lykasov [П], delta excitation ;п ihe intermediate
etate rind so OJI. There is no clean way of separating these dilFc:r<'iil. leactioii
mechanisms; yot, as discussed recently by Kmlm, Perdrisat. and Strokovsky
[12], there are empirical indications that t.hc rclativistic form of OX К used liy
Kobushkin jl3: is a good approximation.

The goal of this paper i.s to discuss measurements of additional polarization
observable». The paper was inspired by the talk of Liidygin, Rekalo ;uid Sitnik
[14!, in which they considered measurements of the asymmetry in backward
eiastic scattering of polarized deuterona froui a polarized hydrogen target.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 oh.servn.bles of
the dp —* рУ-reaclion arc discussed without reference to a particular reac-
tion mechanism. Then in Sec.3 we calculate the corresponding polarization
observable* for the scattering angle 0c.m. = ISO" in the ONE-approximation.
Within the specified assumptions a set, of relations between the polarization
observables of the reaction is derived. Finally, the results are summarized in
Sec.4.

2 Polarization observables

Jn what follows we will use the upper indices for the polarization of the final
particles and the lower ones for that of the initial particles. Wo will consider
only the case where the beitm and the target quantization axes, arc parallel and
both are perpendicular to the incident deuteron beam direction. Following th«
common practice[15], we refer the polarization observables to the projectile
hclicity frame, where the +2-axis is directed along the beam direction k;:l and
у is tab;n along k<n x kout; kout represents the momentum direction of the
scattered particle. Finally, the x- direction is chosen to form a right-handed
coordinate system. The direction of к,-„ x k04t is undefined for the case of
6cm — 130°; we choose the y-axis directed along the quantization axis of the
deutcron beam.

If N+i N.. and ЛГ0 - are the occupation numbers of the dcutcron eubstates
with the spin projections + 1 , - 1 and 0, respectively, and n± are the occu-
pation numbers of the target, proton sub.statcs with the spin projections ±^,
then the deulerou vector polarization p,, its tensor polarization pyy and the
proton polarization /*y are defined as

р, = ЛГ+-ЛГ_, % y = N+ + N. - 2N0, (2.1)
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/«, = n + - n_, (2.2)

(where, by definition, ;V+ -r .V- -г Л'., = 1 and u + -+ i»_ = 1). Considering
jjj, ;(J,J and /ij, FLU initial parameters of the reaction, from (2.1) and (2.2) one
gels

/Vi = l ± - P j + ± P ] W , /^ = - ( 1 - „ „ , ) , (2.3)

п ± = 5 ( 1 ± ; / / > . (2.4)

The differential cross section for 'he scattering of a polarized deuteron on a
polarized proton target, when the recoil proton has the spin projection m', is
then

drr"1' = ^2NMn.rJa^= £ NMnmda%'™\ (2.5)

where M, Л/' and тн are the .«pin projections of the incident and outgoing
tfeuterons, and of Uie target proton, respectively, and da^'^' is the differentia]
cross section for dp elastic scattering for pure spin substatee. Assuming first
that the polarization of the final particles is not measured, expression (2.5),
aftor taking into account (2.3) and (2.4), is reduced to the following

1 3
da = d<7 n o n p o J(l - -ру»Агг 4- ^ / S C M ) , (2.6)

whure

^da: i + da-i \ + d<ro p . (2-7)

x i + dx_, i - 2dcr0 i
А„ = ~2-^ j - ^ jJLi, (2.8)

( 2 " 9 )

are the cross section for unpolarized particles, the tensor analyzing power (the
spherical notation Tjo = ^7J^« ' 8 usually used) and the spin correlation coef-
ficient of the reaction (see Ohlaen [15j), respectively, and dcrMm = Y^m'd(TMm-
For the final proton polarization

one has
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I'lio phynii.al meaning ol the coefficients Л'!,'','', I\,,'y and A'l'v''v in tho expression
(2.11) is the following; Л '^ is the transfer coefficient of the polarization from
a vector-polarized d'Miteron to the recoil proton [15], when both the tensor
polarization of the incident deuteron and the target polarization are zero; and
Л',;'' and Л'̂ ]* are the vector and tensor coefficients for the recoil proton polar-
isation, lor unpolari/ed and tensor polarized deulcroii beam, respectively, but
polarized proton target,. The (|uantity к„ = jft^'u l s l l s e c ' a ' m o s t ; universally
as tho polarization transfer coefficient.

3 Polarization observables in ONE-approxi-
mation

The uon-iclativislic wave function of the deutcroii with spin projection Л/ is
expressed via the S- and D-radial wave functions u{k) and ui(Jfc) as

+ «'(*) E {\\шт'\1М>){2\аМ'\1М)¥2'Щхг

т»х1-, (3.1)
ni,m',er,A»' " J

where {jfmm'\JM) are Clobsh-Gordan coefficients, xf

m

 a n c * Xm are the proton
and neutron spinurs, respectively, and к is the "internai" momeHtum in the
deuteron. The latter is defined in the non-relativiatic theory in terms of the
momenta of the deuteron <Tand of the proton-spectator >?, both in the Center
of Mass System (CMS), as к = \S- p. It is commonly accepted (see e.g.
Frankfurt, and Strikman [16j), that in the light front dynamics (LFD) the
relativibtic deuteron wave function has the same spin structure as in (3.1),
but the internal momentum £ is connected to the momenta d and p in a
more complicated way. For the reaction under study here the corresponding
expression can be found in [10]. Thus, in the ONB-approximation the reaction
amplitude is:

TUmU.n.(k) ж W{M'\X'mxC\M), (3.2)

where t(k) is the pait of the scattering amplitude whkh it independent of
the spin variables, nd M and M' are the initial and final deuteron spin .
projections, respectively; m and m' are the spin projections for the target
and recoil proton respectively. Here it should be emphasized that the spinors
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X^n and \p

m, have to do with different protons, and therefore with different
spin subapaco.4.

Using an explicit expressions for the amplitudes Тмтм'm'(k) (see Appendix),
one gets the following formulae for the polarization observables

, (3.3)
«2 + :

9

9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( (3_s)

u7 — w3 —

The expressions (3.3) and (3.7) were first obtained for elastic scattering by
Vasan [17] and Ladygin et al [18], respectively. Expression (3.4) has been
first shown in Ref.(14]. In the ONE-approximation Tjo(k) and кй(к) of the
^ n , s 180* elastic scattering reaction are identical with Тю(к) and ко(к) of
the deuteron breakup reaction (d,p), with the proton detected at 0°, calcu-
lated in the impulse approximation. It was pointed out earlier [12] that the
functions TK{k) and кц(к) obtained in the ONE-approximation (for the elas-
tic dp-ecattering) or in the impulse approximation (for the (<f,p)-reaction),
are related through the timple identity

Using (3.3)-(3.7) one c«n eanly obtain an mother «et of relations between the
polariiation obaervablet of the reaction under consideration

(3.9)
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^ ^ . (3.11)

It is important io emphasize titat the above relation*, as well as the "circle"
i^b'iion (3.6), do not depend on a particular choice of the deuteron wave
function;' ulk) and w(k). Tlioir validity is based upon only two assumptions:
the ONB-approxiiruttion applicability and the hypothesis [16! that in the LFD
the riuuUsroii wave function has only two (S- and D-) angular momentum
components. In the general case the relati :s)ic dcutcron wave function may
have additional components, besides i,he usual S- and D- components (see e.g.
Gross [Ю; and Karmanov [20]). Therefore, the experimental characterization
of tht* relations derived here must throw additional light upon the structure
of the relativistic deuieron at short distances.

4 Conclusions and discussion

In the present paper we considered the polarization observables of the elastic
scattering of a polarized deuteron on a polarized proton at ffcm. = 180°, when
the recoil proton polarization is measured. Л set of four relations between
the five polarization observables has been derived within the framework of the
ON'E-approxinmtkm (fig.l) and assuming that in the LFD the deuteron rela-
livistic Wrtve function possess only S- and D- components. As an illn.>tration
of these relations we show in figs.2,3 the dependencies of the spin correlation
coefficient СУ:У and the vector coefficient of the recoit proton polarisation Л""'*
upon Tja(Jb) and Ka(k). If both the ONE and LFD hypotheses were fully ver-
ified, the corresponding obwervab'es, depending on the internal пюгтшинп к,
would stay on the curves which are at the intersection of the surface (3.11) or
(3.9) with the cylinder built upon the circle (3.8) in the plane T^OW-A-OW-

Iu addition six new observables could be obtained by measuring the final
state deuteron polarization, but these are constrained by six relationships
similar to (3.8)-(3.1I), also baaed on ONE. Tbe data for T20 and к0 show
that the first relation (3.8) is violated in the case of inclusive breakup at
0°, as discussed in [12]. Therefore, an experimental determination of all five
polarization observables would provide us with a wealth of new information
on the structure of the deuteron.

Tie authors express their thanks to V. Ladygin and Б. Strokoveky for
interest in this work and stimulating discussions.
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Appendix

J;i the caso of the scattering at 0e.m. — 180", tiie spin amplitudes (3.2) are

2

7" — • '
1 Imln —

4л-

m _ l < 5 m ' l +

7'umflra' = -. (Л.4)

Taking into account |7*fm*/'m'| = jT-,w-*>-Ar'-m'i = l '̂m'.Wml, one imme-
diately gels the observaMes above from these amplitudes. Tlip polar апд1е Ф
do not enter the final expressions for (be cross section and the polarization
observable» because of the choice вс.т. = 180°.
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Figure 2. The curve at the intersection of the surface (3.11) with the
cylinder built upon the circle (3.8) in the plane Тк{к)~
Ko{k) describes the spin correlation coefficient СУл in the
ONE-approximation.
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Figure 3. The curve at the intersection of the surface (3.9) with the
cylinder built upon the circle (3.8) in the plane rJ0(fc)-
K0(h) describes the vector coefficient of the recoil proton
polarization K$% in the ONE-approxiinaliou.
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